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QUESTION 1

Which of the following antennas is commonly used in communications for a frequency band of 10 MHz to VHF and
UHF? 

A. Yagi antenna 

B. Dipole antenna 

C. Parabolic grid antenna 

D. Omnidirectional antenna 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Harris is attempting to identify the OS running on his target machine. He inspected the initial TTL in the IP header and
the related TCP window size and obtained the following results: 

TTL: 64 Window Size: 5840 

What is the OS running on the target machine? 

A. Solaris OS 

B. Windows OS 

C. Mac OS 

D. Linux OS 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Robin, an attacker, is attempting to bypass the firewalls of an organization through the DNS tunneling method in order to
exfiltrate data. He is using the NSTX tool for bypassing the firewalls. On which of the following ports should Robin run
the NSTX tool? 

A. Port 53 

B. Port 23 

C. Port 50 

D. Port 80 

Correct Answer: A 

DNS uses Ports 53 which is almost always open on systems, firewalls, and clients to transmit DNS queries. instead of
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the more familiar Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) these queries use User Datagram Protocol (UDP) due to its low-
latency, bandwidth and resource usage compared TCP-equivalent queries. UDP has no error or flow-control
capabilities, nor does it have any integrity checking to make sure the info arrived intact.How is internet use (browsing,
apps, chat etc) so reliable then? If the UDP DNS query fails (it\\'s a best-effort protocol after all) within the first instance,
most systems will retry variety of times and only after multiple failures, potentially switch to TCP before trying again;
TCP is additionally used if the DNS query exceeds the restrictions of the UDP datagram size ?typically 512 bytes for
DNS but can depend upon system settings.Figure 1 below illustrates the essential process of how DNS operates: the
client sends a question string (for example, mail.google[.]com during this case) with a particular type ?typically A for a
number address. I\\'ve skipped the part whereby intermediate DNS systems may need to establish where `.com\\' exists,
before checking out where `google[.]com\\' are often found, and so on. 

Many worms and scanners are created to seek out and exploit systems running telnet. Given these facts, it\\'s really no
surprise that telnet is usually seen on the highest Ten Target Ports list. Several of the vulnerabilities of telnet are fixed.
They require only an upgrade to the foremost current version of the telnet Daemon or OS upgrade. As is usually the
case, this upgrade has not been performed on variety of devices. this might flow from to the very fact that a lot of
systems administrators and users don\\'t fully understand the risks involved using telnet. Unfortunately, the sole solution
for a few of telnets vulnerabilities is to completely discontinue its use. the well-liked method of mitigating all of telnets
vulnerabilities is replacing it with alternate protocols like ssh. Ssh is capable of providing many of an equivalent
functions as telnet and a number of other additional services typical handled by other protocols like FTP and Xwindows.
Ssh does still have several drawbacks to beat before it can completely replace telnet. it\\'s typically only supported on
newer equipment. It requires processor and memory resources to perform the info encryption and decryption. It also
requires greater bandwidth than telnet thanks to the encryption of the info . This paper was written to assist clarify how
dangerous the utilization of telnet are often and to supply solutions to alleviate the main known threats so as to enhance
the general security of the web Once a reputation is resolved to an IP caching also helps: the resolved name-to-IP is
usually cached on the local system (and possibly on intermediate DNS servers) for a period of your time . Subsequent
queries for an equivalent name from an equivalent client then don\\'t leave the local system until said cache expires. Of
course, once the IP address of the remote service is understood , applications can use that information to enable other
TCP- based protocols, like HTTP, to try to to their actual work, for instance ensuring internet cat GIFs are often reliably
shared together with your colleagues.So, beat all, a couple of dozen extra UDP DNS queries from an organization\\'s
network would be fairly inconspicuous and will leave a malicious payload to beacon bent an adversary; commands
could even be received to the requesting application for processing with little difficulty. 

 

QUESTION 4

Ethical backer jane Doe is attempting to crack the password of the head of the it department of ABC company. She Is
utilizing a rainbow table and notices upon entering a password that extra characters are added to the password after
submitting. What countermeasure is the company using to protect against rainbow tables? 

A. Password key hashing 

B. Password salting 

C. Password hashing 

D. Account lockout 
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Correct Answer: B 

Passwords are usually delineated as "hashed and salted". salting is simply the addition of a unique, random string of
characters renowned solely to the site to every parole before it\\'s hashed, typically this "salt" is placed in front of each
password. The salt value needs to be hold on by the site, which means typically sites use the same salt for each parole.
This makes it less effective than if individual salts are used. The use of unique salts means that common passwords
shared by multiple users ?like "123456" or "password" ?aren\\'t revealed revealed when one such hashed password is
known ?because despite the passwords being the same the immediately and hashed values are not. Large salts also
protect against certain methods of attack on hashes, including rainbow tables or logs of hashed passwords previously
broken. Both hashing and salting may be repeated more than once to increase the issue in breaking the security. 

 

QUESTION 5

Vlady works in a fishing company where the majority of the employees have very little understanding of IT let alone IT
Security. Several information security issues that Vlady often found includes, employees sharing password, writing
his/her password on a post it note and stick it to his/her desk, leaving the computer unlocked, didn\\'t log out from emails
or other social media accounts, and etc. 

After discussing with his boss, Vlady decided to make some changes to improve the security environment in his
company. The first thing that Vlady wanted to do is to make the employees understand the importance of keeping
confidential information, such as password, a secret and they should not share it with other persons. 

Which of the following steps should be the first thing that Vlady should do to make the employees in his company
understand to importance of keeping confidential information a secret? 

A. Warning to those who write password on a post it note and put it on his/her desk 

B. Developing a strict information security policy 

C. Information security awareness training 

D. Conducting a one to one discussion with the other employees about the importance of information security 

Correct Answer: A 
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